MAYOR AND COUNCIL
MEETING NO. 04-19
Tuesday, January 22, 2019 – 7:00 PM
AGENDA
Agenda item times are estimates only. Items may be considered at times other than those
indicated.
Any person who requires assistance in order to attend a city meeting should call the ADA
Coordinator at 240-314-8108.
7:00 PM 1.
2.
7:05 PM 3.

Convene
Pledge of Allegiance
Public Hearing
A.

8:05 PM 4.

Public Hearing on Proposed Amendments to the Public School Capacity
Test of the Adequate Public Facilities Standards

Adjournment

The Mayor and Council Rules and Procedures and Operating Guidelines establish
procedures and practices for Mayor and Council meetings, including public hearing
procedures. They are available at: http://www.rockvillemd.gov/mcguidelines.

3.A

Mayor & Council Meeting Date: January 22, 2019
Agenda Item Type: Public Hearing
Department: CPDS - Zoning Review & Other
Responsible Staff: Jim Wasilak

Subject
Public Hearing on Proposed Amendments to the Public School Capacity Test of the Adequate
Public Facilities Standards

Recommendation
Hold a Public Hearing.

Change in Law or Policy
A potential amendment to the City’s Adequate Public Facilities Standards (APFS) for school
capacity would modify the test as it is currently administered.

Discussion
The Mayor and Council discussed potential APFS amendments at the December 17, 2018
worksession. At that time, two potential amendments were presented. One would increase the
school capacity threshold for the Town Center Performance District and South Pike areas of the
City to avoid a potential residential development moratorium in those areas, and the other
would amend the APFS to require that the school capacity test be met at the time of Site Plan
for projects. Currently, the APFS requires Project Plans to meet the school capacity test for the
entire project at the time of approval. Project Plans typically have buildout over a long term, so
testing a project all at once is not a realistic gauge for when the students from the new
development will be attending the schools.
Montgomery County Public Schools Projected Student Capacity for FY2020
At the November 13, 2018 meeting, the Mayor and Council were informed by staff that certain
areas of the City could be subject to a residential development moratorium due to the latest
projections regarding school capacity set forth in the Montgomery County Public Schools
Superintendent’s Recommended FY 2020 Capital Budget and Amendments to the FY 2019-2024
Capital Improvements Program (“Superintendent’s Recommended Budget”), received by City
staff just days earlier. A residential development “moratorium” due to school capacity issues
refers to the inability of a developer to obtain approval for a residential development because
of insufficient school capacity to meet the City’s Adequate Public Facilities Standards (“APFS”).
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The Superintendent’s Recommended Budget is the first step in the MCPS budget adoption
process and was submitted for review and approval to the Montgomery County Board of
Education (“BoE”). The BoE reviewed the Superintendent’s Recommended Budget and, on
November 30, 2018, submitted its FY2020 Capital Budget and Amendments to the FY2019-2024
Capital Improvements Program (“BoE’s Recommended Budget”) to the County Executive and
County Council, based on the Superintendent’s Recommended Budget, with minor
amendments. Both the BoE’s and the Superintendent’s Recommended Budgets are posted
online at https://www.montgomeryschoolsmd.org/departments/planning/cipmaster.aspx.
While the BoE’s Recommended Budget may still be amended prior to final adoption by the
County Council, it currently provides the most up-to-date student enrollment projections
available to staff. Based upon the student capacity projections in the BoE’s Recommended
Budget, the Richard Montgomery and Walter Johnson high school clusters will be over the
120% school capacity limit of the City’s APFS beginning on July 1, 2019.
It should be noted that MCPS has stated publicly that Walter Johnson HS is considered open
and not overcapacity, due to the reopening of Charles W. Woodward HS. What is not yet
determined is the timing of the reopening, whether it will be used initially as a holding school
for Northwood HS, and if so, how much capacity relief for Walter Johnson HS will be provided.
Those decisions will be made by the Board of Education in Spring 2019.
Options
As suggested by a councilmember at the November 19th meeting, one option to address the
issue is to increase the school capacity test for the Town Center Metro Performance District and
the South Pike areas from 120 % to 150 %. Other potential options would be a “waiver” or
“exemption” provision, each with associated criteria, yet another option is for “no change” to
the APFS so that the current provisions, including an applicant’s ability to request a conditional
approval, would continue to apply. In addition, staff has provided options for amending the
timing of the application of the school capacity test.
A. Possible Modifications to the Program Capacity Limit
1. Increase the program capacity limit. This could be accomplished citywide, on a clusterby cluster basis, or within certain targeted geographic areas. A councilmember has
suggested that a school capacity limit of 150% within the Town Center Performance
District and the South Pike areas be considered. The Master Plan includes these two
targeted areas for new urban development in the immediate vicinity of Metro stations.
The Mayor and Council could also consider any increase greater than 120%.
2. Provide for a waiver of the school capacity test for certain locations or under certain
circumstances. Criteria would be developed to guide when the test could be waived to
allow approval of residential developments. The City of Gaithersburg allows for waivers
of their school capacity test in certain circumstances. The Work Group has suggested
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some potential criteria described later in this report.
3. Provide for an exemption of the school capacity test for certain locations or under
certain circumstances. An exemption to the school capacity test could be provided for
certain use categories or locations, such as residential mixed-use developments in the
South Pike or Town Center Performance District.
4. No change. Should the Mayor and Council decide that no amendment to the APFS
should be made and if the County Council adopts the BoE’s Recommended Budget and
accompanying student capacity projections, both the Richard Montgomery and Walter
Johnson high school clusters likely will be in a residential development moratorium
beginning on July 1, 2019. As stated above, the BoE’s Recommended Budget may be
changed to sufficiently address the capacity issues prior to final adoption by the County
Council.
B. Modification of the Timing of the Application of the School Capacity Test
Staff believes that the Mayor and Council should modify the timing of the school capacity
test, whether or not the Mayor and Council decide to amend the program capacity limits, as
testing at site plan is a more timely evaluation of when the students from new residential
development will attend the affected schools. The Mayor and Council could require that the
testing be at site plan or could allow the applicant to choose the timing of the test (site plan
or project plan).
APFS Work Group for Schools
As a result of the work session, the Mayor and Council convened an Adequate Public Facilities
for Schools Work Group to provide advice and recommendations on potential options to amend
the City’s APFS related to school capacity. Specifically, the mission of the Work Group was to
determine how to enable economic development to thrive while not undermining the
educational quality and experience of the city’s children.
The Work Group did not come to agreement or consensus on any single option, and agreed
that all options discussed should be brought forward to the Mayor and Council, along with the
Work Group discussion for each. The Work Group also recommended that the information and
material provided for its work be transmitted to the Mayor and Council.
The following summarizes the options that the Work Group discussed, and was presented to
the Mayor and Council on January 15, 2019.
1. Limited Geographical Area –Members of the Work Group expressed support on limiting
any modifications to the APFS for Schools to the City’s Town Center Performance District
and the South Pike Area, which includes the Twinbrook Metro Center Performance
District. However, other members expressed concerns that limiting the changes to
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these areas would result in proposed developments outside those areas being halted by
the potential residential moratorium (i.e., leading to some winners and some losers).
Members expressed that applying these modifications city-wide could address this
concern.
2. Waiver Option with Conditions – Based upon the results of break-out groups conducted
by the Work Group, a majority of the potential options included some form of a waiver
with conditions. The Work Group spent a significant amount of the time discussing the
possible conditions; however, there was not agreement on them. Members were
concerned that granting a waiver would set a precedent for current and future projects.
Some of the potential conditions members of the Work Group proposed include:
a. The proposed development only includes multi-family high-rise residential units
or residential unit types that have a very low student generation;
b. The residential units are proposed over multiple phases and years;
c. The funding has been approved in the most current Montgomery County Public
Schools Adopted Budget and CIP to fund the expansion of existing schools,
construction of new schools, and/or boundary studies/adjustments that will
address capacity limits;
d. The funding for design and construction has been allocated within the first two
years of the CIP;
e. Limit the waiver to a certain amount over 120 % (members expressed significant
concerns about raising the percentage to near 150 %);
f. The proposed project is deemed to be an “economic priority” such that the
project provides significant advantages to the Rockville economy (e.g., significant
increase in the tax base, provides a certain amount of non-residential square
footage);
g. The proposed project exceeds the required amount of affordable and/or
workforce housing units; or
h. The proposed project is deemed a “Champion Project.”
3. No Change Option –Work Group members discussed this option and believed it should
be provided to the Mayor and Council for consideration. This option includes the
opportunity for applicants of residential applications to be granted an initial two-year
conditional approval that would allow their projects to move forward if additional future
capacity is provided through the School Board’s Budget and CIP, to allow projects to
meet the 120 % adequacy test within the two-year period. The conditional approval
could be extended beyond two years upon the applicant’s request and approval by the
Approving Authority.
Some members were concerned about moving forward with making any changes to the
APFS for Schools at this time because there were concerns about the potential
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inaccuracy of Montgomery County Public Schools numbers (i.e., potentially not counting
all projects, and the need to include 5th grade students at Bayard Rustin ES).
Members also expressed concerns with how difficult it was to make modifications and
still meet the portion of the Work Group’s mission of “…not undermining the
educational quality and experience of our children.” Members discussed already
overcrowded schools; the lack of real estate to accommodate additional portables; and
that core school needs such as lunchrooms, auditorium, hallways, stairs, library/media
centers, and lab space would be challenging to address as school overcapacity increases.
However, other members expressed concern with the No Change Option because it may
increase a developer’s financial risk and limit future investments in the City of Rockville.

Mayor and Council History
The Mayor and Council discussed the options presented by staff at the worksession of
December 17, 2018. As a result of the work session, the Mayor and Council convened an
Adequate Public Facilities for Schools Work Group to provide advice and recommendations on
potential options to amend the City’s APFS related to school capacity. The Mayor and Council
received a report of the Work Group on Tuesday, January 15, 2019.

Boards and Commissions Review
The Planning Commission discussed the potential changes to the APFS for schools at its meeting
of January 9, 2019. While options were discussed, the Commission felt there was insufficient
time and information upon which to base a formal recommendation. Instead, the Commission
decided to provide its comments to the Mayor and Council. These comments included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greater advocacy by the City with the County Council and the new County Executive
regarding school needs;
The quality of education for students in Rockville must not be compromised;
A waiver provision would be appropriate in certain locations and subject to certain
conditions;
Testing school capacity at the site plan level was appropriate;
Concern about the fairness of having the changes only apply to certain areas of the City;
Raising the capacity standard as high as 150 % was not appropriate; and
Possibly provide a provision for the waiver to have a “sunset” clause (i.e., have the
provision for a waiver to the APFS for schools expire one to two years after adoption).

A memo from the Commission on this item will be provided to the Mayor and Council prior to
the Public Hearing.

Next Steps
The Mayor and Council will discuss the issue and provide direction to staff on a possible
decision on January 28, 2019.
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Attachments
Attachment 3.A.a:
Rockville Schools Test for Twinbrook Quarter
(PDF)
Attachment 3.A.b:
City of Rockville School Cluster Test Revised for FY19-24 (PDF)
Attachment 3.A.c:
APFO Exemption-Waiver Criteria
(PDF)
Attachment 3.A.d:
Final APFS Work Group Report
(PDF)
Attachment 3.A.e:
APFS Draft 12.12.18 (PDF)
Attachment 3.A.f:
MCPS School Service Areas - 2018 (PDF)
Attachment 3.A.g:
Metro Station Areas (PDF)
Attachment 3.A.h:
Breakout Session Results
(PDF)
Attachment 3.A.i:
MCPS responses to Questions
(PDF)
Attachment 3.A.j:
CPDS Responses to Questions by Councilmember Feinberg and Others
(PDF)
Attachment 3.A.k:
Conditional Approval for APFS and Difference Between Exemption and
Waiver, Revised 1 16 2018 (PDF)
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Rockville Schools Test for Twinbrook Quarter

School Test: Seat Deficit > 110 Seats and Percent Utilization >120% = Moratorium
School Type
Projected
Students
100% MCPS
Enrollment
Cluster
(Richard Montgomery
August
Generated by
Program
Including
Percent
Cluster)
2023-24
Proposed
Capacity
Proposed
Utilization
Enrollment
Development
2023-2024
Development
in 20232024
Bayard Rustin ES
719
23
745
742
96.5%
Julius West MS
Richard Montgomery
HS

1,298
2,668

15 (6+9)*
21 (8+13)*

1,462
2,236

1,313
2,689

88.7%
119.3%

Cluster Percent
Utilization in
2023—2024
with Proposed
Development
99.6%
89.8%
120.2%

*Includes students generated by Rockville Metro Plaza, Phase 3

School Test: Seat Deficit > 110 Seats and Percent Utilization >120% = Moratorium
School Type
Projected
Students
100% MCPS
Enrollment
Cluster
(Walter Johnson
August
Generated by
Program
Including
Percent
Cluster)
2023-24
Proposed
Capacity
Proposed
Utilization
Enrollment
Development
2023-2024
Development
in 20232024
Farmland ES
839
81
714
920
117.5%
Tilden MS
1,145
33
1,200
1,178
95.4%
Walter Johnson HS
3,118
46
2,330
3,164
133.8%*

Cluster Percent
Utilization in
2023—2024
with Proposed
Development
128.9%
98.1%
135.8%*

*Open conditionally due to reopening of Woodward HS
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City of Rockville

Adequate Public Facilities

Supplement School Data for FY2019-2024
July 1, 2018

Attachment 3.A.b: City of Rockville School Cluster Test Revised for FY19-24 (1738 : Public Hearing on Proposed Changes to the Adequate

3.A.b
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Reflects Board of Education’s Requested FY 2019 Capital Budget and FY 2019-2014 Capital Improvements Program (CIP)
Effective July 1, 2018
Elementary School Test: Seat Deficit >110 seats and Percent Utilization >120% = Moratorium
School Name

School
Adequacy

School
Service Area
Status

Open
591
46
92.8%
Adequate
Open
659
34
95.1%
Adequate
Open
489
62
88.7%
Adequate
Open
839
-125
117.5%
Adequate
Open
507
49
91.2%
Adequate
Open
653
41
94.1%
Adequate
Open
468
-98
126.5%
Adequate
Open
383
4
99.0%
Adequate
Open
866
-281
148.0%
Inadequate
Conditionally
Bayard Rustin (RMES#5)
Richard Montgomery
Open
719
740
21
97.2%
Adequate
Twinbrook
Richard Montgomery
Open
523
558
35
93.7%
Adequate
Washington Grove
Gaithersburg
Open
651
613
-38
106.2%
Adequate
*Test results include the estimated impact of a reassignment of students from Gaithersburg ES, Rosemont ES, Strawberry Knoll ES and Summit Hall ES to Gaithersburg ES #8

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Conditionally
Open
Open
Open

Beall
College Gardens
Fallsmead
Farmland
Lakewood
Maryvale
Meadow Hall
Richie Park
Rosemont*

Cluster

Cluster Grade
Level Status

Projected
2023-24
Enrollment

Richard Montgomery
Richard Montgomery
Thomas S. Wootton
Walter Johnson
Thomas S. Wootton
Rockville
Rockville
Richard Montgomery
Gaithersburg

Projected
2023-24
Program
Capacity
637
693
551
714
556
694
370
387
585

Projected
2023-24
Available Space

Projected
2023-24
Utilization

Middle School Test: Seat Deficit >180 seats and Percent Utilization >120% = Moratorium
School Name

Forest Oak
Robert Frost
Tilden
Julius West
Earl B. Wood

Cluster

Cluster Grade
Level Status

Projected
2023-24
Enrollment

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

1,136
917
1,145
1,298
989

Cluster Grade
Level Status

Projected
2023-24
Enrollment

Open
Open
Conditionally*
Open
Open
Open

Gaithersburg
Thomas S. Wootton
Walter Johnson
Richard Montgomery
Rockville

Projected
2023-24
Program
Capacity
949
1,084
1,200
1,462
936

Projected
2023-24
Available Space

Projected
2023-24
Utilization

School
Adequacy

School
Service Area
Status

-187
167
55
164
-53

119.7%
84.6%
95.4%
88.8%
105.7%

Adequate
Adequate
Adequate
Adequate
Adequate

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

Projected
2023-24
Available Space

Projected
2023-24
Utilization

School
Adequacy

School
Service Area
Status

2,736
3,118

Projected
2023-24
Program
Capacity
2,393
2,330

-343
-788

114.3%
133.8%

Adequate
Inadequate

2,668
1,742
2,283

2,236
1,566
2,159

-432
-176
-124

119.3%
111.2%
105.7%

Adequate
Adequate
Adequate

Open
Open
Conditionally
Open
Open
Open

High School Test: Utilization >120% = Moratorium
School Name

Gaithersburg
Walter Johnson

Cluster

Gaithersburg
Walter Johnson

Richard Montgomery
Richard Montgomery
Rockville
Rockville
Thomas S. Wootton
Thomas S. Wootton
*Test results include the impact of the reopening of Woodward HS
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City of Rockville FY2019 School Test

Attachment 3.A.b: City of Rockville School Cluster Test Revised for FY19-24 (1738 : Public Hearing on Proposed Changes to the Adequate
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY STUDENT
GENERATION RATES FOR HOUSING TYPES
January 1, 2017
Unit Type
Single Family Detached
Single Family Attached
Multi-Family Low-to-Mid-Rise
Multi-Family High-Rise

Elementary
0.205
0.234
0.203
0.071

Middle
0.109
0.107
0.079
0.029

High
0.148
0.143
0.103
0.038

Total
0.463
0.484
0.385
0.139
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The following are ideas for APFO waiver or exemption criteria. The criteria would likely include multiple
(but not all) of the below ideas; or may include other criteria not listed below. This is not an exhaustive
list and these ideas would probably require tweaking. They should be taken by mayor & council as “food
for thought”.
Lastly, I want to say that the Rockville Chamber of Commerce (at least the time of this writing) does not
have an official stance or recommendation on this issue. My thoughts throughout this process have
been my own as someone who works in and whose family lives in the City of Rockville…
1. Economic Impact: Deemed to be an “economic priority” such that the project provides
significant advantages to the Rockville economy that would be lost if the project is not
approved. Not sure if there’s a way to quantify this based on projected tax revenue(?)
2. Geography: project is located within designated priority districts (e.g. metro districts) as to
promote smart, transit oriented growth.

3. Project phasing: The general idea is to be fair to projects whose student generation will take
place over a long period of time (10, 15, 20+ years) but whose total student generation numbers
are evaluated against school capacity in year 5. Criteria may take the form of something along
the lines of: Exempt up to X% (for arguments sake, 140%) if 50% or more of projected students
are generated outside of 5 year window; and/or projected students generated in years 0-5
would not go beyond a lower percentage (for arguments sake 130%).
4. Low student generation rate: Project must have a relatively low composite student-per-unit rate
– for example a composite rate of 0.139 would mean the project is 100% multifamily high-rise
and would be the lowest possible rate (based on generation rates effective 1/1/17). The criteria
could list an arbitrary rate that favors mixed use/multifamily vs single family or town homes.
[side note: it was mentioned that it would be beneficial for the county to drill down in their
generation rates…e.g. as it relates to things like geography. It would also help to have
multifamily generation rates broken down by BR mix – for example 100 studio apartment units
will have a far lower student generation rate than 100 3-BR apartments].
5. Development Mix:
a. Project has at least x% (or x SF) commercial (or non-residential) space. This serves to
incentivize smart mixed-use development.
b. Project contains x% of workforce housing (in our breakout group, Cindy Stewart
mentioned that she had seen municipalities that have set aside workforce housing
reserved for “essential” workers such as teachers, nurses, or police/fire personnel. This
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APFSO Waiver or Exemption Criteria Ideas

3.A.c

never made it to the larger group discussion because it was said in the breakout group
that the city may not have that authority. To the extent workforce housing would apply
to teachers, it would have a positive effect on students as it would help to attract quality
teachers that otherwise couldn’t afford to live near local public schools. An argument
could also be made (although I admittedly haven’t done much digging through the
research) that living closer to work would improve teacher morale which in turn may
have a positive effect on students.
c. Project includes x space for youth (school aged) activities or education (performing arts,
sports, library, computer labs, tutor/educational tenants, etc). Note – this was not
discussed by group. This crossed my mind after our meeting ended (it was a crazy Friday
night!)
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APFSO Waiver or Exemption Criteria Ideas

January 9, 2019
Adequate Public Facilities Services for Schools Work Group
DRAFT Summary of Work
January 2 and January 4, 2019
Mission of APFS for Schools Work Group: To provide the Mayor and Council recommendations
for the January 14th meeting on modifications to the APFS for Schools that seeks to enable
economic development to thrive while not undermining the educational quality and experience
of our children.
Initiation of Work Group:
On December 17, 2018, the Mayor and Council considered options for modifying the APFS for
Schools and, following a discussion, decided to establish a work group of various stakeholders
to provide a recommendation on options for the Mayor and Council to consider.
Work Group Membership:
1. Chair – Dr. Kim Kelley - Provost and Vice President Montgomery College
2. Beryl Feinberg - Rockville Councilmember
3. Mark Pierzchala - Rockville Councilmember
4. Pat O’Neill - MCPS Board of Education
5. John Tyner - Rockville Planning Commission
6. Cindy Stewart - Executive Director REDI
7. Adrienne Karamihas - MCPS Director, Division of Capital Planning
8. Cliff Veirs - President Rockville Chamber of Commerce
9. Monique Ashton – Richard Montgomery Cluster
10. Sunil Dasgupta – Rockville Cluster
11. James Bradley - Walter Johnson Cluster
12. Cindy Cotte-Griffiths - President RMHS PTA (Theresa Durham attended the January 4th
meeting since Ms. Cotte-Griffiths could not attend)
13. Nancy Regelin - Shulman Rogers, Development Community Representative
Staff Support:
Ricky Barker, Community Planning and Development Services (CPDS)
Jim Wasilak, CPDS
Rob DiSpirito, City Manager
Eliot Schaefer, Assistant City Attorney
Jason Sartori, Montgomery County Planning Department
1
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Summary of January 2, 2019 Meeting:
The Work Group accomplished the following:
1. Received information on the Work Group’s Mission, Rockville’s APFS for Schools, and
the current situation;
2. Developed a list of questions for the staff of the City of Rockville and MCPS;
3. Brainstormed on options and developed some potential options to consider; and
4. Requested a staff determination of the legality of potential options.
Summary of January 4, 2019 Meeting:
At the January 4th meeting, the Work Group reviewed the results from the January 2 nd meeting;
received answers to questions from the Montgomery County School Board and City staff; and
discussed potential options regarding modifications to the APFS for Schools. In addition, prior
to the meeting, staff transmitted written answers to questions from Councilmember Feinberg
and the incorporated questions from Noreen Bryant, President, West End Civic Association and,
questions from East Rockville Civic Association, and those summitted by Melissa McKenna.
After several hours of sharing information, insights, and ideas, the Work Group agreed to
provide the Mayor and Council a report that included the various concerns and support for
several options and additional information that members wanted to share individually. The
Work Group decided to conclude its work because the members did not believe that additional
meetings would result in a consensus decision on this complicated topic and that a win-win
situation would be difficult to achieve.
In addition to a summary of the discussion on the options, work group members recommended
that all the information provided to the Work Group be shared with the Mayor and Council to
assist in the decision process.
The following is an attempt to summarize the information the Work Group discussed.
1. Limited Geographical Area –Members of the Work Group expressed support on limiting
any modifications to the APFS for Schools to the City’s Town Center Performance District
and the South Pike Area which includes the Twinbrook Metro Center Performance
District. However, other members expressed concerns that limiting the changes to
these areas would result in proposed developments outside those areas being halted by
the potential residential moratorium (i.e., leading to some winners and some losers).
Members expressed that applying these modifications city-wide could address this
concern.

2
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2. Waiver Option with Conditions – Based upon the results of the break-out groups on
January 2nd, a majority of the potential options included some form of a waiver with
conditions. At the request of the Work Group members at its January 2nd meeting, the
staff prepared information related to possible waiver conditions and the legality of
them. During its January 4th meeting, the Work Group spent a significant amount of the
time discussing the possible conditions; however, there was not agreement on the
conditions. Members were concerned that granting a waiver would set a precedent for
current and future projects.
Based on research of other APF Standards and/or ordinances in Maryland, staff advised
that Gaithersburg was the only locality that offered a waiver. Gaithersburg has yet to
grant a waiver because its adequacy test percentage is 150 % city-wide. Staff also
advised that proposed conditions for waivers should relate to offsetting the impact of
the waiver that is being granted (i.e., school capacity). A condition like the provision of
affordable housing is not related to school capacity, while the provision of certain
housing types that produce less school-age children does relate. Some of the potential
conditions members of the Work Group proposed include:
a. Only multi-family high-rise residential units are proposed or residential unit
types that have a very low student generation;
b. The residential units are proposed over multiple phases and years;
c. The funding has been approved in the most current Montgomery County Public
Schools Adopted Budget and CIP to fund the expansion of existing schools,
construction of new schools, and/or boundary studies/adjustments that will
address capacity limits (other variations included ensuring that the funding for
design and construction was allocated within the first two years of the CIP);
d. Limit the waiver to a certain amount over 120 % (members expressed significant
concerns about raising the percentage to near 150);
e. The proposed project is deemed to be an “economic priority” such that the
project provides significant advantages to the Rockville economy (e.g., significant
increase in the tax base, provides a certain amount of non-residential square
footage);
f. The proposed project exceeds the required amount of affordable and/or
workforce housing units; or
g. The proposed project is deemed a “Champion Project.”
3. No Change Option –Work Group members discussed this option and believed it should
be provided to the Mayor and Council for consideration. This option includes the
opportunity for applicants of residential applications to be granted an initial two-year
conditional approval that would allow the projects to move forward if additional future
capacity is provided through the School Board’s Budget and CIP to allow projects to
3
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meet the 120 % adequacy test within the two-year period. The conditional approval
could be extended beyond two years upon the applicant’s request and approval by the
Approving Authority.
Members were concerned about moving forward with making any changes to the APFS
for Schools at this time because there were concerns about the potential inaccuracy of
Montgomery County Public Schools numbers (i.e., potentially not counting all projects,
the need to include 5th grade students at Bayard Rustin ES).
Members also expressed concerns with how difficult it was to make modifications and
still meet the portion of the Work Group’s mission of “…..not undermining the
educational quality and experience of our children.” Members discussed about already
overcrowded schools; the lack of real estate to accommodate additional portables; and
that core school needs such as lunchrooms, auditorium, hallways, stairs, and lab space
would be challenging to address as school overcapacity increases.
Members expressed concern with the No Change Option because it may increase a
developer’s financial risk and may limit future investments in the City of Rockville.

4
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The Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance (APFO) establishes procedures and standards
necessary to ensure that adequate public facilities and services are provided concurrent with new
development and redevelopment, and tests the capacity of public facilities based on current and
projected data available at the time of development application, as outlined in Table I. Net
available system capacities1 will change as 1) new projects come into the system, 2) other
projects are completed, 3) some projects are abandoned, and 4) new facilities are programmed in
capital budgets. APFO provisions are integrated into the development review process to establish
a benchmark for the availability of capacity at the time of project review. Once a development
project is approved, capacity of public facilities required by that project is reserved, throughout
its validity period, as determined at the time of project approval, including any extensions.
The Mayor and Council has developed the following mission statement to guide administration
of the APFO:
The City of Rockville is experiencing substantial interest in redevelopment of older areas
into mixed use, dynamic centers. This pressure has raised concerns regarding public
infrastructure capacity because of the expected increase in commercial/office square
footage and residential dwelling units. The Mayor and Council have expressly stated
that they want to provide opportunities to revitalize certain areas of the city and ensure
that all attributes needed for modern urban living are provided. Additionally, they want
to provide for long term economic vitality.
The Mayor and Council have adopted an ordinance to ensure that the necessary public
facilities will be available to serve new development and redevelopment. Developers
may be permitted to mitigate the impact of their development projects. The Mayor and
Council will periodically review the adequate public facilities standards and modify them
as deemed necessary.
The APFO will be applied to all development projects unless specifically exempted herein.
Adequacy shall first be considered at the earliest stage in the application process so as to assure
adequacy of public facilities for the project and to provide guidance to the applicant as to how
the APFO requirements can be met if deficiencies are identified.

1

Net available system capacity is the total amount of capacity minus all existing background development,
development with building permits, and development approved but not yet permitted.
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TABLE I: APFO Approval Types
Application

Scope of Review

Initial

Concept Plans for Project Plans
(PJT), Some Special Exceptions
(SPXs)

Transportation Impact (may exclude some sitespecific design review that requires more detailed
design), Schools, Water, and Sewer.

Detailed

Site Plan (STP), some SPXs,
Preliminary Subdivision Plans,
Major Site Plan Amendments

Requirements of Initial Approval (if not
previously approved) plus transportation analyses
that require detailed site-specific design, School
capacity.

Building Permit

Water and Sewer evaluated by City to ensure
confirm that capacity is still available. Other
detailed approval elements are not retested.

Final

All new development applications filed after the effective date of the Ordinance2 are subject to
its provisions. Any development applications filed prior to the effective date will be reviewed
based on the standards and requirements in effect at that time, except as provided in section II.B
below.

I. Process
Determining whether or not a development project provides “adequate” public facilities is
dependent on the City’s standard level of performance of a public facility, which is referred to as
a Level of Service (LOS). The impacts of a development project must not be so great that they
negatively impact citizens’ quality of life beyond certain thresholds. The thresholds, or
standards, have been established by the City for various public facilities (transportation, and
schools are established by the City, and water supply, and sewer are established by the City or
Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC) for developments in their respective
districts)(by the applicable water and sewer provider – City or Washington Suburban Sanitary
Commission (WSSC)) and are outlined in detail in the following sections.
The following are procedures used by the City to ensure that adequate public facility systems
exist during and after a development project:

2

•

During review of any development project, including a major amendment, the City
will check to ensure that capacities of public facility systems are adequate, as defined
in this document, through all phases, including at the completion of the development.

•

To ensure that approved but not yet built development does not use all of the
available capacity required to maintain adequate LOS, the City will approve firm
schedules for the implementation of multi-phase development projects. In other
cases, the expiration dates established in the Zoning Ordinance for the particular type
of development application will determine the service commitment.

•

If a development project does not provide adequate public facilities, it will either be
denied or approved with special conditions.

The effective date of the Ordinance is November 1, 2005

3
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I.A. Development Projects and Capacity Schedules
Table II outlines the stages at which different public facilities are evaluated against prior
approvals and when capacity is reserved. If a developer fails to meet the predetermined service
commitment for use of reserved capacity, APFO approval lapses.
TABLE II: Facility Capacity Schedules
Facility Type
Transportation
Schools

Water

Sewer

Capacity Schedule
Application approval reserves transportation capacity; capacity moves from the
reserved to the used category once staff determines that the site is fully operational.
An application queue date is assigned upon filing and acceptance of a complete
application for Project Plan, subdivision, or Site Plan approval. Acceptance of a
complete application reserves the capacity to the application queue. Preliminary
Subdivision Plan or Site Plan approval reserves school capacity. The procedures
specified in Section II.B. Schools sets forth how reserved school capacity will be
utilized by the City when determining whether adequate school capacity is available
for subsequent development applications.
Project Plan approval, Preliminary Subdivision Plan approval or Site Plan approval
reserves the capacity; at the building permit stage capacity is moved from the reserved
to the used category. For development projects utilizing WSSC services, service
adequacy is determined by WSSC.
Project Plan approval, Preliminary Subdivision Plan approval or Site Plan approval
reserves the capacity; at the building permit stage capacity is moved from the reserved
to the used category. For development projects utilizing WSSC services, service
adequacy is determined by WSSC.

A binding service commitment attached to the validity periods, as defined in the Zoning
Ordinance or as approved for multi-phase projects, is a critical component of the system for
reserving capacity for proposed projects. The consequence of failure to comply with the validity
period or service commitment is that the developer is required to reapply for that capacity before
proceeding with the project or with the uncompleted portions of the project.
For a multi-phase project, the service commitment allocates the capacity for a set period of time
for specific phases. Capacity allocations expire automatically according to the service
commitment unless the original Approving Authority determines that an extension is warranted.
I.B. Approved, Not-Completed Development Projects
There are several multi-phase projects in the City that have received development approvals
prior to this APFO. At the time these projects were approved, there was no requirement for a
completion schedule.
Development projects approved within a Planned Development Zone are subject to review and
implementation of adequate public facilities as specified in the following provisions. The length
of time for which facilities are deemed adequate under these approvals may vary for each public
facility. The validity period for determining the adequacy of public facilities is as follows:
a. The number of years specified in the original approval, if explicitly stated; or
4
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This general framework is described in further detail in the body of this document.

b. If the original approval does not specify the number of years that public facilities are
deemed adequate, the validity period ends twenty-five (25) years from November 1,
2005 if all required public infrastructure have not been provided. The Mayor and
Council may approve one five-year extension to implement the approved
development project when the applicant demonstrates that development has
proceeded with due diligence but that factors beyond the control of the developer
such as a economic conditions or change in governmental regulations have precluded
development of the property within the approved time frame or that the project is
substantially complete.
If the adequate public facility approval is no longer valid, then the development must retest the
relevant public facilities, with credit for provided facilities, prior to approval of subsequent
detailed applications, use permits, or final record plats.
II.C. Exemptions and Waiver Provisions
Certain classes of uses are deemed to have little or no impact on public facilities. As such, the
following uses or classes of uses are either exempt from the APFO requirements or may be
granted a waiver3 by the Approving Authority.
(i) The following uses or classes of uses are exempt from the APFO school capacity and
Transportation requirements. They are not exempt from any necessary final adequacy
check for water and sewer service, if needed for the project.
• Accessory Apartments
• Personal Living Quarters
• Wireless Communications Facilities
• MCPS schools and portable classrooms
• Up to 3 housing units
• Housing for senior adults and persons with disabilities and other age-restricted
residential uses
• Nursing homes
(ii) If not otherwise exempted above, the following uses or classes of uses are exempt from
school capacity requirements and may be granted a waiver from the APFO transportation
school capacity requirements by the Approving Authority if the Approving Authority
finds that there will be minimal adverse impact resulting from such a waiver3. They are
not eligible for a waiver from any necessary final adequacy check for water and sewer
services requirements, if needed:
• Housing for senior adults and persons with disabilities and other age-restricted
residential uses
• Nursing homes
• Places of worship
• Publicly-owned or publicly operated uses
3

Section 25.20.01.b of the City’s Zoning Ordinance provides the following: “A waiver of the requirement to comply
with one or more of the Adequate Public Facilities Standards may be granted only upon a super-majority vote of
the Approving Authority. For purposes of this Article, a super-majority vote shall be 3 votes for the Board of
Appeals, 5 votes for the Planning Commission, and 4 votes for the Mayor and Council. The Chief of Zoning may
not grant a waiver.”

5
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II.A. Transportation
Currently, mobility throughout the City of Rockville is limited due to traffic congestion
generated by local and regional trips. Regional growth, combined with anticipated development
activity within the City will stress the existing and proposed infrastructure. In addition,
Rockville’s roadway system is essentially built out. Locations that currently contain the worst
congestion levels generally require multi-million dollar improvements to solve the problem.
Alternatively, these areas will require an increased reliance on non-vehicular improvements to
increase the capacity of a multi-modal transportation system. However, in less densely
developed areas of the City where traffic operates at acceptable LOS, many small-scale
intersection improvements can still occur.
The City’s Master Plan provides a vision for a shift from an auto-centric transportation system to
a multi-modal system that serves motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians. Through stated goals and
objectives, it aims to create a transportation system that is safe and accessible, provides mobility
for all users, and accommodates anticipated local and regional demands. To address all modes
of transportation, the City has implemented a Comprehensive Transportation Review (CTR) for
new development projects. The CTR policy is included by reference in the Adequate Public
Facilities review for purposes of determining the adequacy of transportation facilities. The CTR
focuses on auto, transit, pedestrian, and bicycle levels of service, as well as Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) programs. The CTR requires a Transportation Report (TR) be
submitted with all development applications. The TR consists of five components: an
examination of existing conditions, a site access and circulation analysis, an automobile traffic
analysis, a non-auto off-site analysis, and proposed mitigation and credits. The analysis included
in the TR is based on the type of development project and projected site trip generation(s).
Development projects in the City that generate more than 30 peak hour auto trips, as defined in
the CTR, must submit all five (5) components of the TR. Development projects that generate
less than 30 peak hour auto trips do not need to provide the automobile traffic analysis and the
non-auto off-site analysis. The TR report is used to test if the development project meets APF
standards.
The following are requirements to ensure that adequate transportation facilities exist during and
after a development project:
•

In order to address increased congestion and to encourage development activity where viable
transportation options exist, the City has established Transit-Oriented Areas (TOAs) and nonTransit-Oriented Areas (non-TOAs), as approved by the Mayor and Council. Areas defined
as TOAs must include existing or programmed facilities that provide multi-modal access.
TOAs include areas 7/10ths of a mile accessible walking distance from existing and
programmed Metro and MARC stations and programmed fixed-guideway transit stations on
dedicated transit rights-of-way. A map of the TOAs is attached in Appendix B and shows
walking distances of 7/10ths of a mile from fixed-guideway transit stations.

• Transit-Oriented Areas (TOAs) and non-Transit-Oriented Areas (non-TOAs) have different
thresholds. More congestion is allowed in TOAs, where viable multi-modal options exist.
Stricter congestion standards are applied in non-TOAs where less congestion is mandated.

6
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II. Levels of Service

• Development projects in TOAs can claim larger amounts of credit for multi-modal
transportation improvements and TDM programs and/or contributions than development
projects in non-TOAs.
At the pPreliminary Subdivision pPlan, Project Plan, or Site Plan review stage there must
be a detailed transportation capacity analysis following the CTR. If transportation
facilities are found to be inadequate the proposed project will be denied. If transportation
facilities are found to be adequate, or adequate subject to specified conditions, the project
may be approved or approved with conditions. Mitigation and other physical
improvements may be required to meet APF standards through the normal development
review process. Capacity for a development will be reserved after approval.

7
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II.B. Schools
The Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS) system has established a method of
determining school capacity that it applies and reports as part of its Subdivision Staging Policy.
The APFO test for schools in Rockville is based on the program capacity for each school as
defined by MCPS.
A determination of the adequacy of public school capacity is based on the following:
1. 120 percent or less of Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS) program capacity at
each school grade level using the projected school capacity in 5 years and a seat deficit of
less than 110 seats at the elementary school level and less than 180 seats as the middle
school level. For development applications within the Town Center Metro Performance
District and the South Pike area, a determination of the adequacy of public school
capacity is based on [an amount greater than 120 percent] or less of MCPS program
capacity at each school grade level using the projected capacity in 5 years.
The program capacity is determined annually by the Superintendent of Montgomery
County Public Schools, as reported to the Board of Education, and set forth as the School
Test in Montgomery County’s Subdivision Staging Policy. Program capacity does not
include relocatable classrooms.
2. The Approving Authority must determine whether adequate school capacity is available
by subtracting the capacity required by those applications that have been approved and
placed in the application queue since last program capacity determination issued by
MCPS.
3. Based on this calculation, the Approving Authority may:
a. Approve an application for which there is sufficient capacity.
b. If there is insufficient capacity, give conditional approval of an application if
requested by the applicant in accordance with provisions of Section 25.20.02.d of the
Zoning Ordinance4; or
c. Deny an application for which there is insufficient capacity.
Application Queue Date
1. The application queue date of a residential development application is the date that an

application that includes new residential development is approved by the Approving
Authority.
2. The City will maintain a list of all residential developments that have been assigned an
application queue date for each fiscal year (Residential Development Summary). This
Residential Development Summary will be transmitted to the MCPS Division of Long
_________________
4

If an application is granted conditional approval, the Chief of Zoning will assign the application a conditional
approval queue date as set forth in Sec. 25.20.02.d of the Zoning Ordinance.

8
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Range Planning by August 1 of each year in order to assist MCPS in developing the
revised student capacity figures that are included in the MCPS budget process. The final
revised student capacity figures are promulgated by MCPS and are effective on July 1 of
each year.
3. An application queue date for a development application containing residential
development expires on the June 30 that follows transmission of the Residential
Development Summary to MCPS that lists that development application.
4. Any application for project plan, subdivision or site plan filed and accepted as complete
before July 1, 2017, is subject to the Adequate Public Facilities Standards for school
capacity and application queue date in effect at the time of acceptance of the complete
application.

9
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The APFO requires denial of any development that would create total water demand in the City
that would exceed available supply less a reasonable reserve for fire-flow.
(i) Levels of Service
Any proposed development that would create total water demand in the City that would
exceed available supply less a reasonable reserve for fire-flow shall not be approved.
Any proposed development for which a minimum fire-flow of 1,000 gallons per minute,
or where such fire-flow will not be available from hydrants located within 500 feet of any
structure within the development not provided with sprinklers, shall not be approved.
(ii) Regulatory Implementation
Final check-off for adequacy of water service will be determined prior to the issuance of
building permits.
III.D. Sewer Service
The APFO provisions require denial of any development project that would cause the City to
exceed the transmission capacity in any part of the sewerage system or the treatment capacity
available to it at the Blue Plains Treatment Plant or other facilities provided by WSSC.
(i) Levels of Service
Any proposed development that would cause the City to exceed the treatment capacity
available to it at the Blue Plains Treatment Plant or other facilities provided by WSSC
shall not be approved.
Any development for which transmission capacity in the City or WSSC system to Blue
Plains or another treatment facility will not be available concurrently with the anticipated
demand shall not be approved.
(ii) Regulatory Implementation
Final check-off for adequacy of water service will be determined prior to the issuance of
building permits.

10
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Annual Growth Policy (AGP), 2004 (Montgomery County, Maryland-National Capital Park and
Planning Commission).
Comprehensive Plan. “City of Rockville Comprehensive Master Plan,” November 12, 2002.
Comprehensive Transportation Review Methodology, September 29, 2004.
Hollida, John, P.E. 2003. Civil Engineer II, City of Rockville, Public Works Department; e-mail
communication April 14, 2003.
Ierley, Sarah. 2002. (Montgomery County Fire Department). E-mail to District Chief James
Resnick, responding to inquiry from Deane Mellander.
Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS). FY 2006 Educational Facilities Master Plan and
the Amended FY 2005-2010 CIP
Resnick, James. 2002. District Chief, Montgomery County Fire Department. Meeting
November 2002; also included Paul Quigley and others.
Rockville Town Center Master Plan. October 22, 2001.
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Development
Project

Any new development or significant redevelopment project presented to the City after
November 5, 2001.

CTR

•

Transportation
Report (TR)

Transportation Report, required by the CTR, is one report that consists of five
components:

Comprehensive Transportation Review describes the process by which to proceed with
development or redevelopment within the City. Principles and methodologies explained
in the CTR are used by the City to evaluate the transportation impacts of development
applications on site access and circulation, multi-modal facilities, and off-site
automobile traffic. Mitigation measures to alleviate negative impacts are also addressed.

•

Component A: Introduction and Existing Conditions: Project description.

•

Component B: Site Access & Circulation: Analysis of internal circulation, entrance
configurations, truck access and other relevant access and on-site features.

•
•
•

Component C: Automobile Traffic Analysis: Analysis of auto traffic using the
technical guidelines for traffic analysis in the auto study area.
Component D: Non-Auto Off-Site Analysis: Analysis of access to alternative modes
of transportation available in the respective study area for pedestrian, bicycle, and transit
facilities in the multi-modal study area.
Component E: Summary and Mitigation: Summary of the report findings and
recommendations.

Service
Commitment

Public facility capacity reserved as part of project approval.

TOA

Areas defined as TOAs must include existing or programmed facilities that provide multimodal access. TOAs include areas 7/10ths of a mile accessible walking distance from
existing and programmed Metro and MARC stations and programmed fixed-guideway
transit stations on dedicated transit rights-of-way.

TDM

Transportation Demand Management is a general term for strategies that promote
alternatives to travel by single occupancy vehicle.

PJT

Project Plan.

STP

Site Plan.

SPX

Special Exception.

Subdivision

The creation of lots, either by dividing existing lots or parcels or combining existing lots, for
the purpose of new development or redevelopment.
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3.A.h

Results of Break-Out Groups
Adequate Public Facilities Standards for Schools
Brainstorm on Viable Options to Modify APFS for Schools:
Group 1
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not support 150% cap
Reallocate impact fees to support schools served
No Change - Developers can request conditional approval to wait until capacity is increased
Support for waiver option based on criteria such as increased affordable housing
Support to allow projects to be tested by phase
Consider boundary studies Rockville HS Cluster since there is available capacity

Other Comments:
•
•
•

Need examples of waiver and exemption
Concern about the impact on projects outside town center and twinbrook/south pike areas
Concern about inaccurate of MC Public Schools numbers – not counting all projects, need to include
Rustin 5th grade students

Group 2
•
•
•
•

Support for a waiver option with specific criteria – e.g. Champion Project, lower school generation
typed units, and/or increased property values
Some for and some against the option to increase the capacity above 120 % for the Twinbrook and
Town Center Areas
No Change
Not for exemptions

Potentially Supportable Options
Group 1
•
•
•

Larger projects should be tested by phase
Support for waiver subject to more affordable housing
Reallocating impact fees to cluster being served

Group 2
•
•
•

Waiver that balances the number of additional students with the economic impact of projects
Waiver with criteria based on Champion Projects (as defined in Rockville’s Zoning Ordinance)
Waiver based upon the provision of workforce housing (e.g., school staff, etc.)
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3.A.j

Community Planning and Development Services Staff Responses to Questions
submitted by Councilmember Feinberg
Councilmember Feinberg questions:
1. RMHS currently has four portables. If the APFS were increased to 150%, with the approximated need for up to
13 additional portables, where is the capacity to accommodate any more than the current four on the RMHS
campus? MCPS would need to respond to this? MCPS should respond, although it should be noted that portables
do not count toward program capacity, which is what the APFS test is based on.
2. M-NCPPC has school generation factors that differentiate between low/mid-rise and high-rise buildings. Why
doesn’t the City employ all four factors, and shouldn’t we update to do so. The City does employ all four factors,
but there has been little to no new development applications in the low/mid-rise category.
3. Acknowledging that the addition of the fifth grade into Bayard Rustin for SY19-20 and that the approximately
50-80 students are undercounted, why are we not seeing what was received from MCPS as student generation
and then modifying those numbers now to reflect more accurately student generation as decisions are being
made for city development? These can be added. Staff notes that Rustin is 133 students under capacity in the
test year, according to the MCPS projections.
4. If any type of waiver or exemption is under consideration for Twinbrook Quarter from the school capacity test,
what does this do to other projects that are pending? It depends on how the waiver or exemption is written, and
how broadly or narrowly it is constructed to determine its effect on other projects.
5. How would you account for the potential students in the Park Potomac project that would attend Ritchie Park
and would be in the RMHS cluster? This appears to be a missing piece of the school discussions for projects
which cross jurisdictions, whether Rockville or Gaithersburg, or Rockville and County? The City’s schools test
does not factor in students generated by projects approved in the County or Gaithersburg during the school year
prior to a development application being approved in the City.
6. Would the waiver knock out school capacity for other projects in the queue for the life of the Twinbrook Quarter
buildout? Or would a waiver be for some finite phase or date certain? No, per the current test, likely just for the
remainder of the school year. The new projections that are developed would include the approved project per
MCPS’ methodology. A waiver could be for all or a portion or phase of a project, and would be tied to the validity
period of the approval.
7. What precedent would be established if a waiver is granted to a particular project, such that any developer
could put forth the argument that favoritism was granted to one developer? What is the potential for legal
action by other developers in the city with potential projects? The criteria developed for the waiver, and the
findings made by the Approving Authority in granting it, would stand on their own merit.
8. How does this relate to future development along the Stonestreet corridor and the reports recent
recommendations? Most of the Stonestreet corridor is in the Rockville HS cluster, which does not have capacity
issues at this time. A portion of the MCPS property in the corridor is in the Richard Montgomery cluster, but not
in the Town Center Metro Performance District.

1
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Community Planning and Development Services Staff Response to Questions
Submitted by Others Through Councilmember Feinberg
On behalf of the East Rockville Civic Association:
1. How will this affect Duball II, which has been in the works for years? Phase 2 of the Duball project, for up to 400
multifamily units, was conditionally approved by the Mayor and Council in December 2014. It was conditionally
approved because there was not sufficient capacity at Beall ES, based on the City’s APFS at the time. Elementary
school capacity became available when the additional capacity from Bayard Rustin ES could be counted in 2016,
and the condition of the approval was met at that time. The Planning Commission approved the Site Plan for 250
multifamily units and 150 senior housing units.
2. How will this affect the more recent project across the street from the Duball development? The application for
this project has not been approved yet. It is on the Mayor and Council agenda on January 7. With 240 high-rise
units, it generates 8 high school students. The application meets the APFS test, as there is currently enough
capacity at RMHS to accommodate this.
3. Why 150%? Is there a metric that demonstrates why it needs to go up that much? This amount was suggested
by a Councilmember. It will be up to the Mayor and Council on whether or not it is increased above 120 % and by
how much.
4. ….When considering the adjustments to the APFO, are tangential issues such as increased development in our
SFH neighborhoods being considered? If we are sending more kids to MCPS schools from Lincoln Park and East
Rockville, does that also lead to the 120% rules kicking in at some point?... MCPS likely factors this into their
annual projections. A new single-family house replacing an existing house or an addition to an existing house,
does not require compliance with the City’s APFS.

On behalf of Noreen Bryan, President of the West End Citizens Association
1. …If this [BF Saul] is the only immediate concern why is it necessary for Rockville’s school capacity be increased to
150%? Is there an alternative that would allow BF Saul to go forward without wholesale overcrowding of
schools? Based on the current schools test, the test at the high school level would have to be increased to 136%
just to accommodate the students from the entire project at Walter Johnson HS.
2. How many children will the first phase of the BF Saul project add to the schools in the RM cluster, particularly
RMHS? The first phase is shown as being located in the Walter Johnson cluster. The final phase of the project is in
the RM cluster. The current test requires that the entire buildout be tested at the time of approval. Based on the
current test, the projected capacity at RMHS would be increased at 120.2%, which would not meet the test.
3. Are there any other projects near the Twinbrook or Town Center Performance Districts that are currently
underway that would be stopped because of lack of school capacity? Projects that have been approved would
be unaffected, as they have already passed the APFS schools test at the time of approval. Residential
developments in the Town Center area include 50 Monroe Place, now under construction (70 multifamily units).
This project already passed the APFO test at the time of Site Plan approval, so it would be unaffected. The
pending Project Plan application to allow Phase 3 of Rockville Metro Plaza (220 East Middle Lane, developer is
Foulger Pratt) to construct 240 multifamily units in lieu of the third office building previously approved, is still
pending. The Mayor and Council should act on this application soon. There are no pending applications in the
Twinbrook Metro area other than Twinbrook Quarter. Avalon Bay on Twinbrook Parkway is approved but
unbuilt. Twinbrook Station, previously approved for the Metro station property, has Project Plan approval
(formerly PDP) but the APFS validity has expired. Any change to that approval would require passing all aspects
of the APFS.
2
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1. Our first concern should be elementary capacity not high school since most new development brings younger
children in the early years. Given the changes to the County’s SSP, ES overcapacity would trigger a moratorium
first. Perhaps, but this depends on the cluster.
2. Two of the projects being considered involve schools outside the City and are subject to additional County
projects also contributing students. (actually three projects)
a. Twinbrook Quarter - pending
b. 1900 Chapman – approved in 2012, Phase 1 is completed, townhouses under construction
c. JBG Twinbrook Station – Preliminary (Project) Plan approval; APFS validity expired
• Does the County need to be involved in the review of these projects since they affect County school capacity
not just City? All of the high school clusters in Rockville cover property outside the City boundary. MCPS staff
are invited and have attended City DRC meetings when residential projects are discussed.
• What coordination is there on projects in Rockville that affect school capacity outside their City limits. See
above.
• What if County-approved projects have already “used up” any available or future capacity at these schools?
Per the current APFS test, the City does not add in County or Gaithersburg approved projects during the
school year.
• What obligation does the City have to MCPS and M-NCPPC on decisions such as this APFO change that affect
County schools? The City is obligated to ensure MCPS in particular is aware of residential projects, when they
are approved and at what stage of the development process.
• Should something be put in the APFS for this sort of circumstance in the future?
3. Rockville student generation calculations are incomplete and do not include the regional generation rates used
by MCPS and M-NCPPC. [Most of] Rockville is in the Southwest region. In addition, there are four housing types
and Rockville did not differentiate between low/mid-rise and high rise units. The City understood that M-NCPPC
was using the countywide rates when the last set of rates were developed when the SSP was changed. We have
since learned that M-NCPPC began using the regional rates as of July 2018. The regional rates should apply in the
City as well, if all others are using them. They City has always utilized the four housing types shown.
1. Where are the County’s data and School Test results? These were included and considered in the 2015
revision to the APFS. Why are they not being used this time? In 2015, the Mayor and Council were
considering modifications to the City’s APFS to mirror those of the County.
2. Any decisions made without consulting County data and using official County SSP FY2019 School Test results
will be made on incomplete and incorrect data, which could be considered questionable decision-making.
While the City’s schools test mirrors that of the County, the methodology is not exactly the same. The City’s
test is to be conducted as specified in the City’s APFS.
4. Fifth grade not shown in MCPS projections.
5. Review by Rockville Planning Commission? The Planning Commission will discuss the issue on January 9.
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Project Name

Approval

Status

King Farm townhouses (F5)
King Farm F7/F8 Townhouses
Silverwood

76 SFA
65 SFA
405 HRU

Under construction
Site Plan Pending
Site Plan Approved 3/11/2016; no permits

Shady Grove Neighborhood Ctr

330 SFA, 1336 HRU

Project Plan pending

Rockville Center

117 HRU

Upton (Phase 2)

250 HRU

Preliminary approval 4/28/1994
Site Plan approved 12/6/2017; permits
submitted

50 Monroe Place

70 HRU

Under construction

Reserve at Tower Oaks

30 SFD, 217 SFA, 128 HRU

Site plan approved 10/12/2017

Avalon Bay

240 LR/MRU

Site plan approved 10/16/2015

Rockville Metro Plaza Phase 3

240 HRU

Project Plan pending

Twinbrook Quarter

409 HRU

Project Plan pending

1902 Chapman Avenue

61 SFA

Under construction

Twinbrook Quarter

1456 HRU

Project Plan pending

Projects
Gaithersburg Cluster

Richard Montgomery Cluster

Walter Johnson Cluster

7. Pending projects not in spreadsheet:
a. EYA/Finmarc: No application has been filed.
b. Park Potomac: In county
Development approvals in County included? Only if factored in by MCPS
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6. Approval dates of pending pipeline projects:

Conditional Approval for APFS and the Difference Between an Exemption and a Waiver
Revised 1/16/2019

Conditional Approval:
An applicant may request conditional approval of an application if one or more of the APFS
standards cannot be met. The Approving Authority may grant conditional approval of the
application for a period of up to two years. The development application is placed in the
Conditional Approval queue, and may not proceed further in the approval process until the
public facility capacity becomes available. If the capacity needed to satisfy the conditional
approval becomes available, the conditional approval is considered to have been met and the
development may proceed to the next stage of the approval process. Currently, there are no
applications in the Conditional Approval queue.
If the conditional approval is not satisfied within two years, the conditional approval may be
extended by the Approving Authority. The Approving Authority may approve an extension of
conditional approval, provided that the extension request is submitted before the expiration of
the conditional approval. Note that an extension is not automatic, per the Zoning Ordinance.
Sec. 25.20.02.d of the Zoning Ordinance addresses conditional approval, as follows:
The applicant may request conditional approval of the development application, subject to
future availability of the necessary public facilities. The Approving Authority may grant the
conditional approval for a period of two (2) years. Extensions may be granted in accordance
with the provisions of Section 25.20.03.b.4. Such conditional approval will place the
application in a queue maintained by the Chief of Planning. The order of the queue will be
based on the date of the letter stating the action taken by the Approving Authority. If, at the
end of the conditional approval period the necessary public facilities are not deemed
available, the approval becomes void.

Waivers and Exemptions
Both the Zoning Ordinance and APFS contain provisions for waivers and exemptions. Eligibility
for a waiver from a code requirement must be stated in the code, along with the criteria used
to determine whether a waiver may be granted, as well as the limit on how much of a standard
may be waived. The determination on whether a waiver is granted is typically made by the
Approving Authority for a development application, or as stated in the code. Examples of
permissible waivers and their criteria in the Zoning Ordinance include waivers from the amount
of required parking spaces and waivers of certain landscaping requirements. A parking waiver
includes up to six criteria, including proximity to public transit or bike infrastructure. The waiver
may be granted if one or more of the criteria is found to be met. In granting a waiver, the
Approving Authority must clearly state the findings as to how the criteria have been met. The
granting of a waiver is a deliberative process, as the applicant submits support for why the
waiver should be granted, staff accomplishes an analysis of the requirement, and the Approving
Authority determines whether the criteria have been met.
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In contrast, exemptions from a code requirement do not require a determination or findings as
to how or why the exemption is granted. The eligibility for an exemption is clearly stated in the
code, and may be based on a category of use or a particular location or zone that has been
determined by the code to not be required to meet a particular standard. For example, some
uses are deemed to be exempt from the school capacity and transportation requirements of
the APFS, including accessory apartments and up to three single family homes. These
exemptions are predetermined to have minimal impact on those public facilities, and
no analysis or determination is required in order to be approved. Eligibility for an exemption is
determined by the code, and is typically not debatable, as a use or development is either
exempt or not.
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